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Online features, Match Centers, Clubs, League Update, and single-player tutorial content are all
informed by the game’s motion capture technology, which is a first for the series. The data also
provides a great opportunity for the developers to uncover major improvements to the soccer AI,
with the objective being to develop a smarter, more refined and adaptable in-game soccer AI. FIFA
Director of Gameplay Jay Kumar states: “Combining scientific insights and our cutting-edge tools,
we’ve been able to create a new and superior version of FIFA’s soccer AI. From in-game AI behavior
to new animation and collision systems, we’ve managed to place the right information in the right
places to make players and coaches smarter, faster and more accurate.” With the new AI, the
game’s reactive players and coaches are now smarter and much more aware of the opposition’s
attack, as well as the challenges they face in particular situations. The FIFA Ultimate Team roster
update is the biggest addition to this year’s edition, with over 1,000 new players and 1,200 new
packs added to the game. These packs are filled with rare and valuable player cards, giving players
the chance to get more out of the game’s $99.99 update by purchasing these packs in order to try
and unlock the more valuable rewards. The Ultimate Team improvements are the most impressive of
all the new features, with packs more carefully selected to produce teams with elite player value.
Players from the English Premier League and Serie A are also included at a lower value in this
update, with individuals such as Paul Pogba (Manchester United), Manuel Lanzini (West Ham), Edin
Dzeko (Manchester City), and Alejandro Moreno (Newcastle) among the top football players added to
the game. The pack system is also being heavily revamped, with packs from last year being replaced
with better-rewarding ones. These new packs contain more rare player cards and sell for higher
amounts, and in some cases, the packs are put together with players who have recently retired or
left the game. Another feature that is particularly useful for competitive FIFA Ultimate Team players
is the introduction of the FIFA Game App, which will monitor a player’s gameplay, find out when
they’re inactive, and notify them of how many hours
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Fifa 22 Features Key:
Game-changing Frostbite technology brings the game to life like never before and
enables an unprecedented number of authentic player movements and unique
animations and real-life player faces to bring the game to life.
Specially selected players and Elite Players are upgraded to post-release by unlocking special
title textures, Ultimate Team trophies, and skins.
New game-changing Frostbite AI technology enables and adapts to the changing gameplay
each week so you never get the same game as someone else.
Career Dynamic Player Pathways make real-life progression more logical and make every
decision you make count.
Intelligent Reactions: every touch, move and shot now leaves its mark on the match,
dynamically adapting to changing tactics and conditions.
High stakes games: create your dream team for important, match-changing games. Pick an
All-Star squad of your greatest playmakers and stars and compete in front of live stadium
crowds.
Automatic crowds: introduction of both a real time and historic crowd, reacting to scoring and
fouls.
Curved Ball Physics: 60,000+ animations and 60+ ball physics controls allow players to move
and dribble the ball like never before.
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New Skills: innovative and game-changing skills such as a ten yard passing dummy, a
powerful shooting demi-volley as well as a number of new headers and overhead shots.
Improved Goalkeeping: make calls, save shots, challenge and stop penalties, predict and
parry shots.
Improved Handling: ball mastery and improved player control make professional touches as
easy to pull off as a tap of the A button.
4K SUPPORT: bespoke 4K display optimisations means no more black bars and no more potluck.
Visual fidelity: filters on graphics ensure every team has their own unique look.
Amazing performance: the vast majority of CPU and GPU intensive tasks are deferred to give
far more responsive gameplay.
Improved Passes: make quicker and more accurate short passes with new options, intelligent
collision logic and more.
NEW CAMERA PHYS
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FIFA is a football franchise that has been enjoyed by millions for over 30 years. Set in the
beautiful world of soccer, the series is renowned for its immersive game play, originality and
intense action. FIFA launched on September 29, 2005 and is published by Electronic Arts Inc.
Experience the feeling of being in the world's most popular sport! FIFA 22 is a celebration of
football, bringing you closer to the game that inspired a generation. For the first time, EA
SPORTS FIFA 12 introduced real player reaction, delivering the first form of crowd immersion
since the game debuted in 2005. FIFA 22 elevates the series’ gameplay innovation further by
introducing team-controlled substitutions, multiple new ball physics and a range of new team
and player models. Experience a truly authentic football experience. EASTER EGG™: In FIFA
21, players could earn award items as a part of the celebration weekend. Now, instead of
being unlocked by achieving in-game milestones, players can earn the new Easter EGG™ and
Easter Egg through gameplay that’s exclusive to FIFA 22. Players can look forward to a
weekend of surprises when FIFA 22 releases on August 9, 2017. Team Created Player
Modeling Throughout FIFA 22, game creators have taken the franchise to a new level of
player realism and authenticity. Players can now experience game play with real players who
feel, act and look like they do in the real world. There are 20 new team created players, 11 of
which will be unlocked at the time of first-purchase. These new players are unmistakable in
their appearances and their actions in gameplay. Using a new squad creation tool, players
will be able to create their own squad of new players. These players will look different and
play differently, just like their real life counterparts. New Player Modeling Including
Equipment Players will now experience the properties of all of the new players with more
accuracy than ever before. E.g. weight distribution, number of players per shirt, gloves and
shoes, and positioning on the pitch. Players will even choose if they would like to wear the
number jersey or the third shirt. New Player Sliding As players run, jump or dribble, they will
show their athleticism on the pitch. Players will now make sliding tackles, dummy runs and
pass the ball backwards to regain possession, much like in the real world. Players are
surrounded by new animation tools and can now be packed into bc9d6d6daa
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Build and manage your very own Ultimate Team of players and use the stellar skill of EA SPORTS
FIFA 22 matchday simulation to play and compete to win matches. Go from minnows to superstars
as you build your dream side from hundreds of legendary players available in FIFA Ultimate Team,
including updated rosters based on the new FIFA 22 season. Make real-world trades, unlock new
players, and watch in awe as your team takes to the pitch with all the intensity of a live match. FUT
Draft – Play in real time against other players during one of the most anticipated card draft events in
the series’ history. Draft players as the FIFA Thorns FC Alumni, The Best XI or create your own dream
team to compete against users of all ages and skill levels. EA SPORTS Football League – Players or
front office personnel, it’s a chance for you to hone your skills in a competitive league featuring realworld teams from all four major world football leagues: The English Premier League, La Liga, the
Bundesliga, and Serie A. Players in the FIFA Football League will gain valuable experience playing in
real-time in competition against other aspiring managers, as well as other players. EA SPORTS
Season Mode – Play in real time as the club or national team, including the inaugural Thorns FC
players. Play with the same team or different lineups for a real sense of participation, the same as a
live match. Customize player behaviors and formations to practice new tactics in training mode, then
put them to the test in Season Mode, where you can form and manage a club, head coach, or
national team side as you compete against other real teams in the FIA. FIFA mobile Visit the official
EA SPORTS FIFA mobile website at www.easportsfootball.com/fifa for more information about FIFA on
the go. About Electronic Arts Inc. Recognized as one of the industry’s leading producers and
distributors of interactive entertainment, Electronic Arts Inc. (EA) creates games, websites and online
services that have sold more than 350 million copies and been downloaded more than 700 million
times across PC, consoles, mobile and online. In fiscal 2011, EA posted revenues of $3.95 billion.
EA’s vast array of games is delivered through industry-leading digital distribution, including the EA
SPORTS™ label, Origin™ online service and Game Preview™. The company is also a leader in mobile
and is the top grossing mobile publisher in the U.S. and
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What's new in Fifa 22:
We are making changes to Ultimate Team Mode that will
make it better than ever. In order to improve gameplay,
select your Ultimate Team and click view ratings now.
Click on players now and see their attributes on the left
panel. Use them to help you build your Ultimate Team and
to get “premium” players with exclusive abilities.
Now move your mouse over a player on your team to see
how he stacks up. If the “fire button” icon in the top left
corner glows red you need to see other players to improve
your team.
You can also go to your stadium editor to create, rename,
and move the goalpost now.
Jump to wherever you want to play now by simply clicking
the small icon in the top right corner of the main menu.
Choose the “Squad” tab to find all your players, invite
your friends, and enter a new game.
Bug fixes in Ultimate Team
Bug fix for the playmaker icon on the Touch Pass.
Updated facial appearance of players in all shapes and skin
colours
Bug fixes in the National Team Enhanced Edit
Bug fixes in Create-a-Club mode
Bug fixes in Career mode
New Trailer
This is it folks. EA SPORTS FIFA 22 IPR hits shelves just in
time for Thanksgiving in the United States, and this year’s
issue is no less than a showcase of Real Madrid vs.
Juventus.
For those who haven’t heard, Spanish giants Madrid and
Italian powerhouse Juventus have long been the top two
club sides going head-to-head for the UEFA Champions
League, and FIFA 22 not only delivers a blockbuster Real
vs. Juve goal feast, but it has a number of firsts that will
help define the publisher’s line of fantasy football
simulation games.
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And the biggest – of course – is the addition of EA SPORTS
branded virtual officials to the game, a first for FIFA.
Real Madrid vs. Juventus: It’s only Real vs. Juventus.
Benjamin Frey, Senior Director of Content
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FIFA is back and better than ever, bigger and deeper than ever in FIFA 22. A new team of
development heroes and community leaders built on a central DNA of innovation and fan feedback is
ready to change the game forever, and bring you closer to the experience of authentic football than
ever before. FIFA 22 includes: Additional modes for playing the beautiful game across authentic
locations and against authentic opposition New touchscreen controls to give you a new level of
control New dribbling system, new controls, new Ultimate Team updates Authentic visuals from FIFA
Street to Real 3D, including stadiums and player likeness A host of gameplay enhancements in 3D
for the most immersive authentic FIFA experience Features Teams of Heroes. As the most authentic
and complete football simulation game in the world, EA SPORTS FIFA brings the game even closer to
the real thing. Team up with a new cast of characters from the football world to create your own club
and dream of being the first to lift the FIFA World Club Trophy. More than 1,300 Pro Clubs. For the
first time ever in the world of sports, you can create your own Pro Club using real players from all
around the globe. Update your Pro Club by day, and play against others at night as you strengthen
your club into a real contender for the FIFA World Club Trophy. New Pro Clubs: Germany, France,
England, Spain, Italy and Belgium. France, England, Germany and Belgium all have their own Pro
Clubs, competing in the new Pro Clubs League with 15 clubs as well as competing in the Pro Clubs
Cup. Brand New Ultimate Team. For the first time in FIFA, Ultimate Team is now a brand new system
where you can battle it out in Live Seasons, and fight for real rewards including the chance to win a
Virtual FIFA World Cup™. Brand New live Seasons. For the first time ever in FIFA, you can compete in
a Live Season to earn virtual trophies, and rank up to be a Brand New FIFA Star. Authentic Locations.
There are more than 20 brand new authentic stadiums in which you can compete in FIFA 22,
including the Turkish Sultanahmet Vodafone Arena, National Stadium in Bucharest, Mestalla, and
Lille’s Stade Pierre-Mauroy. Dribbling moves with Feedback. Touch the ball with your preferred style
of dribble and use the new dribbling system, which has been developed to reflect the
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System Requirements For Fifa 22:
Requires a 64-bit processor 64-bit compatible NVIDIA and AMD graphics cards 4 GB RAM (8 GB
recommended for high graphics settings) AMD Pro or better CPU (Intel Pentium 4 or better is
recommended) NVIDIA GeForce 6 or better series GPU DirectX 10 (DX10) or higher 1 GB available
hard drive space 1024 x 768 or higher resolution Feedback: Are you enjoying the demo? Have
suggestions? Email us at (for questions, support, etc.) or message us on our
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